
Statement

      I see that with the years my artistic practice becoming very diverse and I'm interested in working with different
mediums. The medium of installation has become very present in my art. It's not only allowing me to respond to the
surrounding contexts and the perception of space/things but also letting me involve the techniques that I am working
with (photo, video, objects, silkscreen, collage, nitro-frottage). I combine different elements, reuse produced by me
imagery to create milt-layered works that could without the delivering or mentioning the source reveal some universal
questions and make the viewer be aware of the relation between artificial and natural existence, where I am interested
in human nature. Topics like watching and being watched, the body as an expression of the inner self or the strategies
of transformations and displacement can be seen as links through the various series of my works.
      A work like the Bird Catcher (2011-2016) which was inspired by a scene at the market in Uzbekistan where living
birds are packed into small sacks and hung from walls for sale has become one of the regular subjects for me. It can be
read on several levels and should not be reduced to a simple political statement or a comment on Central Asia. I see it
as a metaphor for the lives of many people around the world. It is not an illustration but a poetic piece that disturbs the
viewer without the need for explanation and manages to be deeply evocative without sentimentality. My series of
silkscreen prints and nitro-frottages are based on the illustrated manuals for gymnastics, massage, body stretching,
and kinesiotherapy, published in the Soviet Union and other countries related to that era. The motifs I use are
associated with the use of the human body, as well as in some way, the inner self. I often use only close-ups,
fragments or details from the original images. It is not only the technical description of the proposed action that interests
me but also the moment of body manipulation, the use of hand gestures, contact through the interaction between
people and the displacement of the original meaning to disclose a metaphysical level. At the moment I'm trying to
transfer these motifs into the sculptural objects for some installations.  In my series of works that functioning like tiny
gestures the conceptual aspect also focused on the reaction and play with the context of the exhibition space. Often
these works have the presence at the place, but still, due to the different reasons are absent for the viewer. In this
case, besides delivering the main message, I'm also interested to work with the viewer expectations and the process of
looking at/seeing art. The work Beam me to the presence (2017) is a 32-meter message about hopes of mankind for a
better future in Mars, that I installed on the public library handrails remains unnoticed. But still, even without seeing this
work, people constantly got involved with this piece by holding hands on it. The similar approach could be found in the
works Handsome Price (2016) and #0000ff (2017).
      Because of my interest in the question of exhibition making and issues about education for the young generation of
artists in Kazakhstan, especially in the dialog with the international context, I became active not only as an artist but
also engaged in the curatorial experience. After taking part in Kompetenzzentrum Kulturmanager program organized by
the Goethe-Institut in Berlin (2012) I could obtain my necessary basic knowledge and practical skills in cultural
management for the realization of projects and different cultural events, taking into account the specificity of Central
Asian art community. The first outcome of this experience was the VIDEO[ARTiFACT] project on video art that I
curated in my hometown, Almaty, with participation of the artist Klaus vom Bruch (exhibition, lectures, master class).
Afterward, I collaborated on several international projects, exhibitions and initiatives for the development of art projects
inside and outside of Kazakhstan. The latest result of my work is the first magazine on contemporary art in Kazakhstan
– ALUAN (2015),  which is conceived as an exhibition on paper and each issue is produced by a guest curator. I think
that an exhibition can happen somewhere else than the traditional exhibition space.
      As an artist who also organizes exhibitions and projects it is important for me to influence and exchange between
the countries thru the organization and promotion of projects in the field of culture.  I want to go in several directions
and to be able to work on different levels including the possibility to continue developing my art practice, find new forms
of collaboration, expand and enhance my experience and actualize my knowledge.
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